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By Pam Durant AsCII file is a really fancy way to say plain text file. ASCII stands for The American Standard Code for Information Interchange, a text format that is popular because it makes your file readable and recognizable by any computer on any platform. THE ASCII format removes the text of its flair, but its user friendship trumps the need for beautiful. Each common word
processing software has the ability to change the document format to ASCII, including Microsoft Word. Open the document that you want to convert in Microsoft Word. Click the Office button and scroll down to hover over Save As immediately (alternatively click the Save As button arrow). When the adjacent menu appears, select Other formats. Click the list arrow in the Save As
box in the Save As dialog box. Several format options will appear for the current document. Select Plain Text. If necessary, type a unique name for the document in the File name box to set it from other versions of the same document file format. Click the Save button. If the File Conversion dialog box appears, click OK to accept the default settings. Then you will see a simple text
version of the document on the screen. The Lisa Porter A PST (Personal Data Storage) file is associated with Microsoft Outlook, Exchange, and Entourage. PST files store personal information associated with these programs. You can restore a PST file by converting it to a Word document (DOC). You can download file converters that support PST file format from various
websites. See processtext.com, bestshareware.com, or brothersoft.com, or follow the resource links below. You can purchase the software or download a limited free trial. Follow the same basic steps to convert from PST to DOC using one of these programs. Download and install the file converter software. Open the program. Click Add file or Select file, and locate . PST file on
the computer you want to convert. Click OK. Select Microsoft Word (.doc) or simply a DOC in the Save File As paser. Specify the output location on the computer where the converted PST file should be stored. Click OK, Convert, or Save. Updated October 12, 2020 The success of our day depends largely on the quality of our planning. Not to miss anything in their to-dos, some
people like to make a list of upcoming tasks in a notebook, while others have long since started using digital technology solutions. Calendar apps are some of the main tools that are worth using to organize our lives and carefully plan our time. Many people have switched to certain tools; however, there are still some who do not use calendars on a daily basis. They may find some
apps annoying to use, dysfunctional, or expensive. In this article, we'll check out the best calendar apps that you can to stay organized. Before you downloadAs, no doubt you are aware, all kinds of calendar applications are available. Calendar. From sifting through hundreds of them, we manually 10 of the best calendar apps you can get. In addition to great reviews from each of
them, we considered the following aspects when creating this list: User Interface - The way you navigate the app should be smooth and simple. The keys on the app should be clear, obvious, and easy to navigate. Sync — Whether it's other calendar apps or other apps, app synchronization should be easy and improve the overall app experience. Additional features – Because
there are so many options for calendars, many of these apps offer additional features. These features make apps stand out from other apps and provide unique experiences for you. 1. Any.do Calendar calendar has a direct Any.Do with a to-do list, which gives you a unique tandem of two applications. In addition to extended functionality, Cal Calendar is easy to use. Creating an
event is very simple and quick. What's more, depending on the event name, the app automatically adds contacts and geolocation data to the entry description. You can even import your lists and entries Any.do.Any.do calendar is a great option for any type of user. It is very convenient and does not overcomplicate the display mode. Another good thing is that this tool is available
for free, so you can use it without spending coins for the software. Download Any.do calendar here!2. Google CalendarGoogle Calendar is the official calendar for Android devices that has been tested by many users around the world. If you're trying to get away from it right now, consider changing your mind. Since this app is installed on most Android devices by default, many
users think there is nothing special about this program. They're wrong. Google has been updating its calendar for several years, and now it comes in Material Design with advanced event features, direct integration into other Google services (for example, supports reminders and Google Now), and comes with Exchange support. The program is super simple and will not cost a
penny for you. That's a good thing, isn't it? Download Google Calendar here.3. CalendarCalendar is a relatively new application. Works as a web application for both iOS and Android devices. It's an intelligent app that teaches your contacts, schedule, and tasks. It also helps you schedule and organize meetings according to your available appointments. The good thing about your
calendar is that it lets you sync with other calendars you use, such as Apple Calendar and Google Calendar. And so you can manage all the calendars you have in one place. The calendar also gives you analytics for your meetings, giving you a clear picture of how you can improve time management. Download calendar: Meeting and schedule here.4 The business calendar is
geared toward people who use their calendar for business purposes and plan business tasks. Offers modes with wide configuration options. The The by months, it gives the default display mode, and events can be marked in different colors. Display/sort modes can be customized to suit your needs (by month, day, year, or event). You can also set up a multi-day viewing mode to
see what things look like over the next few days. Scrolling up and down moves you by month, and if you check for a few days, it will be displayed in a more detailed format. The day's display mode provides an hourly schedule, and a detailed schedule for one event is scheduled. Business Calendar is a great tool for scheduling cases, tasks, and events. There is support for recurring
events, which can be set in just a few clicks. After you purchase the software, you can use it to import and export other calendars, delete, copy, or move several events at the same time. The Android Business Calendar app may seem a bit chaotic, but it works well and it's easy to work with it if you're playing with it for a while. The full version of the app is available for $4.99, but you
can also find a free version for the app's trial run. Download Business Calendar here.5. aCalendaraCalendar opens our collection of top 10 calendar applications available on the market today. With its eye-catching design, easy navigation and great functionality, it is one of the most popular calendar apps on our list. Some of the additional functions include color schemes for each
type of case (48 colors to choose from), different types of demonstrations, different widgets, lunar phases, and more. Taking into account functionality, aCalendar is a trusted calendar application that has a simple interface with three display options. Scrolling from side to side allows you to switch between view modes in month, week, and day. When you scroll down and up, you
move through the calendar at intervals according to the display mode you select. In addition to time planning, aCalendar syncs photos from your contact list or social networks to remind you of birthdays, anniversaries, or any other special dates. The program also supports the transfer of data via NFC and full-screen widgets, making it easier for you to work with any data. The
program is available for free, but you can also get even more features if you buy an extended version of the software for $4.99.Download aCalendar here.6. The DigiCal CalendarDigiCal Calendar is very similar to Cal Calendar in the fact that the app focuses more on design than its functionality. However, this does not mean that the app does not serve a purpose. With this
calendar app, you can sync all your calendars and view them in different ways. With basic functions, this program comes with support for Google Calendar, Outlook, and includes some unique and interesting features. You can match keywords to a picture or set a dark theme. The app can even show you the weather forecast in three days. There are many other who deserve the
attention of people who really like to use calendar calendar DigiCal calendar here.7. The SolCalendarSolCalendar can be called a universal application. It claims to be an all-in-one digital solution that has basic calendar functionality combined with some other advanced features, such as a weather forecast for a given day. The app supports Google Calendar, as well as tasks,
widgets, lunar calendar and even Foursquare.Those who search for a calendar app to cover just about everything in their functionality, SolCalendar is a program that needs to be considered. There are a lot of interesting things in this app; the program does an excellent job of working in all-in-one mode. Test SolCalendar – the app is available for free. You can test it without
purchasing the service. Download SolCalendar here.8. IRL Event Social Network One of the most unique applications on this list is the social networking app IRL Event. As you can guess from the name, the basic focus of this app is social networking. Unlike other social media platforms, you can consider this platform a similar Meetup.com. It's a page where you can connect with
other people within your area who share a similar interest. IRL is that while also providing a suitable calendar for you to schedule events and plan your day. Although because it's a secondary focus, you're missing many of the sync aspects that other apps have in this list. Regardless, because of this huge social feature, it is worth considering for those who want to make more
connections. Download the IRL Event Social Network here.9. Today's CalendarToday calendar is one of the most hip and edgy calendars in our list. The solution was one of the first to really embrace Material Design and remains one of the few that adheres to a neat style. The calendar app offers bold colors, simple controls and great functionality. It's not as heavy an application
as many others; will not consume all of your device's memory. If you're not looking for something complicated and overly functional, calendar today is what you need. You can always test your application before you pay for it – the program is available for free. Download Today's Calendar here.10. TimepageTimepage is an intuitive calendar application that will manage your time in
a way that other calendar apps can't. It offers the same kind of functions you'd expect from other calendar apps: options for recording events, notifications, and reminders, weather, and driving times to a specific event. However, the app goes beyond these functionalities in two ways. The first way is that while the app sends you notifications, it also has reminders for you for what
comes next. This portion of extra time can allow you to prepare and adjust your day if necessary. Another function – more important – is the heat map when you go to see the full view of the calendar. This heat map shows which days you are busiest and other days where you are freer. This heat map provides a quick how a broad wide range of days are good for adding more
events and other tasks. Download Timepage here. Our judgmentSearching for the right application to manage different calendars and plan your busy day can sometimes turn into a series of obstacles. Most of us need flexible apps that can be easily used to manage our difficult schedule. The application should have all the necessary time planning functions and be intuitive.
Modern design and unlimited compatibility are also important. It's not always easy to find such a program. The above digital calendar solutions fall into the category worth using. They are modern, multipurpose, simple and simple. Pick the one you like! More productivity apps for better time managementFound photo credit: Unsplash via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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